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It’s now clearer than ever: The US are leading a dirty war, under the table, in Syria. This is
the true backdrop of the stage play in Geneva, where US diplomats are providing cover and
buying time for CIA and Pentagon covert operations on the ground in Syria.
What the US State Department said yesterday is very telling, and should be a clear guide to
anyone about what Washington DC’s actual agenda is in Syria:
“We look to Russia… to press for the Assad regime’s compliance with this
eﬀort, and the United States will do its part with the opposition,” Wednesday’s
statement said. Russia and Iran are the primary backers of Syrian President
Bashar al-Assad, while the United States heads a group of regional and
European countries supporting the opposition to his rule.”
Given the fact that the CIA (and the British) have both been working with these very forces –
providing logistical support, weapons, and special forces training, and that it was also
revealed yesterday that the US tried to include the al Nusra terrorist-held areas in its part of
the “ceaseﬁre” agreement, one can only conclude that western-backed “opposition”
ﬁghters” in Syria are comprised mostly of sectarian and Islamist militant terrorists. So, by
its own admission then yesterday, the US is managing al Nusra/al Qaeda in Syria – and thus
prolonging the bloodshed.
21WIRE editor and global aﬀairs analyst Patrick Henningsen spoke to RT International about
what diplomats are doing in Geneva, but more importantly, about what western intelligence
agencies and terrorist mercenaries are attempting to pull-oﬀ in Aleppo. Watch:
In the same Washington Post report, the so-called “opposition” further underlined the
desperate US-led ceaseﬁre ploy:
“The opposition said that it was “impractical to speak of only local cease-ﬁres” and that the
cessation of hostilities “must apply to all of Syria, without exception.” A statement issued by
Salem al-Meslet, spokesman for the opposition High Negotiations Committee, said that they
remained committed to political negotiations to end Syria’s civil war.”
Moreover, readers should also be aware by now that the multi-million dollar public relations
and social media campaign entitled #AleppoIsBurning is not ‘grassroots’ at all, and is a
100% Soros-funded US digital media creation which can be classed as ‘marketing for regime
change.’ This marketing campaign was triggered by what appears to be a completely
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fabricated story that was spoon-fed to the western media about an alleged MSF/Doctors
Without Borders “hospital” in terrorist-held east Aleppo which “rebels” claimed was hit by
“barrel bombs” dropped in Syrian Army “airstrikes.” According to all available evidence, this
entire story appears to have been made-up for an eager western media.
Washington’s transparent agenda is now fully exposed. Will their next move be an even
more desperate?
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